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STATE OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
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ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART III

Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Org Code: MACE

Chair (Appointed from instructional Positions)
Secretary II, SR-14, #15409 1.00
Clerk-Stat Engr II, SR-09, #18019 1.00
Scientific Instrument Tech, PBB: #81003, #81111
Research Associate, PBB, #51197 1.00

Instructional Faculty: 20.50
#70161, #62351, #62614, #62658, #62780, #62783, #62844, #62996, #63016, #63332, #63762, #63876, #64262, #64533, #64548, #64572, #85310, #85319, #85355, #85367 (0.60), #84209 (0.50)

Graduate Assistants: 2.50
#65291, #65865, #80025, #85069, #85115, #86128, #86195, #88522

Department of Electrical Engineering
Org Code: MACE

Chair (Appointed from Instructional Faculty)
Secretary II, SR-14, #12853 1.00
Admin & Fiscal Supv Sr, PBA, #77636 1.00
Electronics Technician, PBB: #81070, #81976
Electronics Engineer, PBB, #81803 1.00

Instructional Faculty: 22.00
#70163, #70105, #83436, #82724, #83014, #83032, #83401, #83530, #84033, #84113, #84252, #84399, #84536, #85777, #85917, #86316, #86269, #86262, #86263, #86354, #86361

Graduate Assistants: 4.00
#65291, #65865, #80025, #85069, #85115, #86128, #86195, #88522

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Org Code: MAME

Chair (Appointed from Instructional Positions)
Secretary II, SR-14, #13511 1.00
Admin & Fiscal Supv Sr, PBA, #78167 1.00
Computer Specialist, PBB, #81174 1.00

Instructional Faculty: 17.00
#82374, #82425, #82623, #82647, #82957, #83200, #83205, #83251, #83328, #83340, #83698, #84334, #84606, #85300, #85316, #85356, #85357

Graduate Assistants: 1.50
#86156, #89529, #88609

Hawaii Center for Advanced Communications
Org Code: MACAC

Instructonal Faculty: #83412 1.00
#82287, #84468 2.00

CHART UPDATED
DATE JUL 01 2011

General Fund Position Count 83.50